Dear WORKS Enthusiast,
Welcome to the WORKS Summer Newsletter for 2005! With summer approaching,
what better time to think about your prized Mitsubishi. This newsletter will provide you
with valuable information regarding recent WORKS news, product offerings and
specials. Local customers may also receive our WORKS Service Newsletter. WORKS
values your privacy. Therefore, if you do not wish to receive these updates, simply
reply to this email with the word “unsubscribe” in the subject line and we will remove
your email address.
News
As 2004 came to an end, the WORKS Team was busy as ever and things aren’t letting
up the first half of 2005. WORKS teamed up with Mitsubishi Motors in November at the
San Francisco International Auto Show as our ’05 MR was prominently displayed in
their booth as well as for the San Jose International Auto Show in January 2005. We
thank Mitsubishi Motors North America for their support.
In our dedication to engineering the best products for your Mitsubishi, two of us went to
the Autosport International Motorsport Show in Birmingham, U.K. It was great to see
the FQ-400 in person and to have a better understanding and appreciation for what
those cars offer. WORKS also took the opportunity to visit local Mitsubishi dealers and
tuners to see how things operate on the other side of the pond.
We have recently returned from the SEMA Import Auto Salon in Atlantic City, NJ. As
expected, there were great Mitsubishis and a number of interesting products on display.
Look for a special WORKS vehicle on display at the SEMA Show later this year
(November) in Las Vegas, NV.
Also, we have expanded our current WORKS facility to create more space for Research
and Development. Our latest purchase includes a shock dynamometer to help develop
our WORKS suspension systems with greater accuracy and precision.
New Products
In our effort to continuously develop new products for your Mitsubishi, our latest items
include:
WORKS “Throw” short shifter available in a 15% or 30% throw reduction.
WORKS “Ride” performance springs- better matched to the stock dampeners (both KYB
and Bilstein (MR) versions now available).
WORKS “ABM Axle Back Muffler” falls between the quiet StealthWORKS muffler and
our straight through Axle Back in the Exhale product line. Considered the “best
sounding” exhaust by many who have switched from other brands.

The new “Croxx Plate II” is 1/16” thicker with a larger cutout to accommodate a larger
variety of aftermarket downpipes which has become a track favorite lately causing
drivers to retune their suspensions. Yes, it’s that stiff.
WORKS “High-Flow Performance Air Filter” provides increased flow and filtration and is
reusable with the WORKS Service Kit. Recommended for the well-designed factory
intake box. Also available for Lancer, Outlander and Mirage.
WORKS “Chromoly Spin” is a slightly lighter (heavier than aluminum) alternative to the
OEM flywheel without having to worry about the common warping.
WORKS recently began offering the Innovate Motorsports datalogging and tuning kit
specifically for the Lancer and EVO pre-wired with wiring harness.
We have also begun to carry GT Spec chassis bars and other items to compliment your
EVO.
Upcoming Products
WORKS is going to release several new items shortly including:
Samco silicone hoses to upgrade the factory pieces.
WORKS 76mm (3”) Cast O2 Housing with all mounting tabs
WORKS MR 6-speed “Grab” shift knob
WORKS Lancer short shifter
WORKS super stiff front strut tower bar for the EVO
WORKS brake pads for most Mitsubishis
WORKS brake rotors for Lancer and EVO
WORKS ’06 Eclipse exhaust
The WRP (WORKS Racing Program) will include the highly anticipated
WORKS Water Injection WWI
WORKS has waiting lists for these items. Please contact us if you would like to be
added. You can also secure an item with a fully-refundable deposit.

WORKS Specials
As your stock clutch wears, we have the CK1, CK2, and Spin lightened (Chromoly and
Aluminum) flywheels on sale. And don’t forget we offer the RPS twin carbon-carbon
clutch for the ultimate. Whether you’re on tarmac, gravel or snow, these will help get
the power to the ground.
WORKS is also offering our unique RTP Resonated Test Pipe on sale. The RTP’s
resonated design helps reduce sound levels versus a typical straight pipe. Features
100% T-304 stainless steel construction and includes new gaskets, hardware and
instructions.
Be sure to check out the “Specials” section of our webstore for more savings. If the
item you are looking for is not in-stock, WORKS is offering free ground shipping with a
25% refundable deposit on out-of-stock* items.
*Excludes special order items

Discounts
Are you a member of SCCA, NASA, SAE, NorCalEvo, SoCalEvo, Arizona Lancer Club
or North Texas Evolution Club? If so, mention this with your next order and receive 5%
off parts** and labor just for your involvement with any of these organizations. If your
organization is not listed and would like this benefit, contact WORKS for details.
**Excludes already discounted items, coilovers, wheels, and tires.

This concludes the Summer edition of the ‘05 Newsletter. Look for the next issue in a
couple of months. If you can’t wait that long, feel free to contact us with any questions,
comments or suggestions.
Stay tuned!!!
The WORKS Team
www.worksevo.com
415.641.WORKS (9675)
info@WORKSrally.com

